
 
 

Dichess XT  Free Mode (27) 
 

 
The free mode has three guillotines:  
 
Initial time, no information on display 
Primary time, appears PRIM 
Secondary time, appears SEC 
 
 
In each of them you can store, as desired: 
 
Normal time 
Fischer (with an increment per movement) 
Delay (Bronstein mode with a delay before decrementing time) 
 
 

Procedure: 
 
1/ for doing that you must go to the most similar mode in between the presets. If you need a phase with incr. per move, select 
one with this type (for example mode 12) 
 
2/ for selecting phase, push mode button till icon “sound” appears. Now, pushing alternatively the play buttons, (Black, White, 
Black…) appears the icon informing the phase to be stored PRIM, SEC or  “___ “ (initial phase). Once selected the desired one, 
push again mode, and this information presented in display, with the corresponding mode characteristics (Fischer, Bronstein, 
Time), is stored in the free mode 27.  So easy. 
 
 
For clear a phase go to mode 28 and store in phase XX. 
If first of all you want to clean the three phases, or whatever you want, go to mode 28 which has all the parameters to 00, and 
select the phase to clean as we described before and store 00 in phase XX. 
 
 
Checking the settings for free mode. 
For checking the settings go to mode 27 and push mode. Pushing alternatively both of play upper buttons, display present 
PRIM, SEC or black (initial phase), showing the time selected for each phase.  
 
Modifying the time in each phase 
Select the one you want to change, go out of mode select option pushing mode button (no mode number in central digits). 
Pushing stop button till HD appears, and proceed as usually described in Manual settings, allowing changing time and 
increment or delaying (if a mode with this characteristics was used in point 2/ of procedure). 
 
 
 
First to go, you must restart the clock. 
 

 


